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Education system in PolandEducation system in Poland  

 Constytutional law for cost free education till 18 years oldConstytutional law for cost free education till 18 years old  

  

 Education System Act has conducted obligatory learning for kids Education System Act has conducted obligatory learning for kids 
in the age of 7in the age of 7--18 (reform has lowered education age 18 (reform has lowered education age ––  starting starting 
from the year 2012 it is obligatory also for children, that are 6 from the year 2012 it is obligatory also for children, that are 6 
years old)years old)  

  

 Obligation of education in school Obligation of education in school ––  till 16 years old includes till 16 years old includes 
primary school (6 years) and gimnasium (3 years)primary school (6 years) and gimnasium (3 years)  
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Legal basis of polish VET systemLegal basis of polish VET system  

 Constitucion (1997)Constitucion (1997)  

 Education System Act (1991)Education System Act (1991)  

 Craft Act (1989)Craft Act (1989)  

 Labour CodexLabour Codex  

 Other regulations Other regulations   
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POLISH CRAFT ASSOCIATIONPOLISH CRAFT ASSOCIATION  

StruStructurecture::  

POLISH CRAFT ASSOCIATION 

27 CRAFT CHAMBERS 

190 craft cooperatives 483 craft guilds 

300 thousand enterprises 
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 Polish Craft AssociationPolish Craft Association  is a nationis a nation--wide organisation of wide organisation of 
entrepreneurs, which has been active since 1933. entrepreneurs, which has been active since 1933. It’sIt’s  main goal is main goal is 
to act effectively in support of development of crafts and SMEs as to act effectively in support of development of crafts and SMEs as 
well as to assist well as to assist itit  organisations in strengthening their professional organisations in strengthening their professional 
condition. condition. TheyThey  would like would like theirtheir  craft organisations and craft organisations and theirtheir  
members to be able to participate fully in the members to be able to participate fully in the EU EU integration integration 
process. Therefore, in the Parliament and in process. Therefore, in the Parliament and in theirtheir  contacts with the contacts with the 
Government Government theythey  strive for such solutions that would enable crafts strive for such solutions that would enable crafts 
and SMEs to develop and improve their competitiveness. and SMEs to develop and improve their competitiveness. TheyThey  
insist on a SMEinsist on a SME’s’s  friendly state policy.friendly state policy.  
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 Basic tasks of the Polish Craft AssociationBasic tasks of the Polish Craft Association  

 RepresentRepresenting ing the craft community in contacts with the government bodies, state the craft community in contacts with the government bodies, state 
administration, law courts and economic and social organisations in Poland and administration, law courts and economic and social organisations in Poland and 
abroadabroad    

 Conducting and developing socioConducting and developing socio--professional, economic and social activities to professional, economic and social activities to 
maintain the integrity of the craft communitymaintain the integrity of the craft community    

 Providing comprehensive assistance to the associated organisations in fulfilling Providing comprehensive assistance to the associated organisations in fulfilling 
statutory dutiesstatutory duties    

 Inspiring and working out legal solutions pertaining to crafts and SMEsInspiring and working out legal solutions pertaining to crafts and SMEs    

 CoCo--ordinating activities in vocational trainingordinating activities in vocational training    

 Dissemination of ethical standards of honesty in occupational practice as well as Dissemination of ethical standards of honesty in occupational practice as well as 
achievements of the Polish crafts and SMEs achievements of the Polish crafts and SMEs --  Undertaking activities aimed at Undertaking activities aimed at 
preparing SMEs and their organisations to functioning within the European Single preparing SMEs and their organisations to functioning within the European Single 
Market.Market.  

 Undertaking activities aimed at preparing SMEs and their organisations to Undertaking activities aimed at preparing SMEs and their organisations to 
functioningfunctioning  
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Member Organisations of the Polish Craft AssociationMember Organisations of the Polish Craft Association  
  
 Craft and Small Business ChambersCraft and Small Business Chambers  as well as as well as Craft ChambersCraft Chambers  are are 

organisations of the Craft economic selforganisations of the Craft economic self--government and gather guilds, government and gather guilds, 
Craft coCraft co--operatives, craftsmen not associated in guilds and other operatives, craftsmen not associated in guilds and other 
organisational units aimed at supporting economic development of crafts. organisational units aimed at supporting economic development of crafts. 
The basic task of the regional chambers is representing the The basic task of the regional chambers is representing the 
associated organisations and entrepreneurs in contacts with the associated organisations and entrepreneurs in contacts with the 
state and government administration, protecting their interestsstate and government administration, protecting their interests, , 
providing services and training as well as conducting master and providing services and training as well as conducting master and 
journeyman examinations. journeyman examinations. Craft chambers are entitled to confirm Craft chambers are entitled to confirm 
qualifications acquired in the course of vocational training in the form of qualifications acquired in the course of vocational training in the form of 
journeyman certificates and master diplomas and to seal them with the journeyman certificates and master diplomas and to seal them with the 
national emblem.national emblem.  They run their own schools and cooperate with foreign They run their own schools and cooperate with foreign 
partners in running vocational training centres. partners in running vocational training centres.   
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  Crafts Crafts --  the Biggest Vocational Educator in Polandthe Biggest Vocational Educator in Poland  
  

  
 We have potential of 8000 high rank specialists: master We have potential of 8000 high rank specialists: master 

craftsmen, technicians, engineers and vocational teachers craftsmen, technicians, engineers and vocational teachers ––  
they are members of craft chamber commissions which they are members of craft chamber commissions which 
conducts exams on the journeyman and master level. A large conducts exams on the journeyman and master level. A large 
number of them take part in training seminars in the EU number of them take part in training seminars in the EU 
countries. 26,000 craftsmen are involved in VET processes in countries. 26,000 craftsmen are involved in VET processes in 
Poland.Poland.  

 During 2007 year craft organisations have conducted 27,000 During 2007 year craft organisations have conducted 27,000 
journeyman exams and 3,500 exams for master. 90% of people journeyman exams and 3,500 exams for master. 90% of people 
have passed exam for journeyman succesfuly and 95% became have passed exam for journeyman succesfuly and 95% became 
masters. masters.   

 Polish Craft Association remains an active participant in the Polish Craft Association remains an active participant in the 
process of reforming the education system to make sure the process of reforming the education system to make sure the 
craft companies and organisations can make the best of their craft companies and organisations can make the best of their 
potential.potential.    
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 VET System in Poland  

- education in craft 

  
Juvenile workerJuvenile worker  
 Has to be 16 years old,Has to be 16 years old,  
 Finishing gimnasium Certificate, Finishing gimnasium Certificate,   
 Medical certificateMedical certificate  that she/he is able to work at that she/he is able to work at 

this professionthis profession  
  
CraftsmanCraftsman  
 Qualifications to conduct student’s training, Qualifications to conduct student’s training, 

vocational qualifications and has to finish vocational qualifications and has to finish 
pedagogical course, pedagogical course,   

 Providing sufficient technical and Providing sufficient technical and 
organisational base for realisation of organisational base for realisation of 
practical vocational learning programmepractical vocational learning programme  
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 Nowadays about 90.000 Nowadays about 90.000 
juveniles learns in 108 juveniles learns in 108 
professions, mostly in such professions, mostly in such 
as:as:  

 Hair dresser, vehicle Hair dresser, vehicle 
mechanic, baker, carpenter, mechanic, baker, carpenter, 
confectioner, roofer, stylist…confectioner, roofer, stylist…  

 We see decrease of number We see decrease of number 
of juveniles in building and of juveniles in building and 
textile professions like smith, textile professions like smith, 
tailor, potter or shoemaker.tailor, potter or shoemaker.  

 We help them to organize We help them to organize 
fares, exhibitions and fares, exhibitions and 
contests.contests.  
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 Safe Safe ––  uder care of employer uder care of employer ––  individual cycle of individual cycle of 
vocational education vocational education --  on the jobon the job  

 Easy way of entering to the work atmosphere and Easy way of entering to the work atmosphere and 
processesprocesses  

 Juvenile learns (and will know) the relation between work Juvenile learns (and will know) the relation between work 
that she/he has done and client’s expectations that she/he has done and client’s expectations ––  
especially in service sector)especially in service sector)  

 Those are conditions, that are impossible to achieve at Those are conditions, that are impossible to achieve at 
any of schools. That is why this system is so good any of schools. That is why this system is so good ––  real real 

conditions, real problems and challenges.conditions, real problems and challenges.    

ADVANTAGES OF DUAL SYSTEMADVANTAGES OF DUAL SYSTEM    
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ConditionsConditions  for employer to start craft training :for employer to start craft training :  

 Assurance of qualified work instructor (with vocational and pedagogical Assurance of qualified work instructor (with vocational and pedagogical 
qualifications);qualifications);  

 Providing sufficient technical base for vocational preparation of the studentProviding sufficient technical base for vocational preparation of the student  

 Abidance of the employerAbidance of the employer--juvenile contract’s regulationsjuvenile contract’s regulations  

 If theoretical part of learning process is done at trade school he has to look for If theoretical part of learning process is done at trade school he has to look for 
juvenile in order to watch his progress (he can control students grades and juvenile in order to watch his progress (he can control students grades and 
presence)presence)  

 If whole juvenile learning process is done at employer’s If whole juvenile learning process is done at employer’s --    he has to assure well he has to assure well 
qulified teacher in order to prepare student theoreticallyqulified teacher in order to prepare student theoretically  

  

  

  

  

POLISH VET SYSTEMPOLISH VET SYSTEM  

  --  focus on craft focus on craft --  
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 Employer has to pay salary to the juvenile Employer has to pay salary to the juvenile 
worker worker ––  which is regulated on the level of 4which is regulated on the level of 4--55--
6% of the average payment (depending the 6% of the average payment (depending the 
year of training). He also has to provide year of training). He also has to provide 
insurance to this young workerinsurance to this young worker  

 Employer is obliged to realise the profession Employer is obliged to realise the profession 
practical learning programmepractical learning programme  

 He’s responsible for preparation of juvenile to He’s responsible for preparation of juvenile to 
the confirm qualifications exam („testing exam” the confirm qualifications exam („testing exam” 
or to „journeyman certificate”)or to „journeyman certificate”)  

POLISH VET SYSTEMPOLISH VET SYSTEM  

  --  focus on craft focus on craft --  
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POLISH VET SYSTEMPOLISH VET SYSTEM  

--  focus on craft focus on craft --  

 To finish her/his vocational education Juvenile To finish her/his vocational education Juvenile 
worker has toworker has to    

 pass exam on journeyman level in craft (professional pass exam on journeyman level in craft (professional 
title) title) ––  show her/his qualification in the practical way show her/his qualification in the practical way 
before the commission from craft chamber; if the before the commission from craft chamber; if the 
assesment of exam is positive juvenile’s employer can be assesment of exam is positive juvenile’s employer can be 
financed for students effective training (~2000 EUR)financed for students effective training (~2000 EUR)  

 After finishing learning programme in chosen profession After finishing learning programme in chosen profession 
Juvenile worker can train her/himself futher in Juvenile worker can train her/himself futher in 
complementary high schools (f.ex. 2complementary high schools (f.ex. 2--years technical years technical 
college)college)  
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Journeyman examJourneyman exam  

 

JOURNEYMAN’S 
EXAM PHASES 

 

PRACTICAL 
PHASE 

(MAX. 24 h) 
 

 

THEORETICAL 
PHASE 

 
WRITTEN PART  

(max 210 minutes) 

 
VERBAL PART  
(max 30 minutes) 
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Journeyman exam Journeyman exam ––  conditions and assesmentconditions and assesment  
  

 Practical phase is done at employer’s workplace Practical phase is done at employer’s workplace ––  
craftsmen classified by craft chamber  craftsmen classified by craft chamber  --  in examination in examination 
and training rooms with proper organisational and and training rooms with proper organisational and 
technical accomodations needed for examin tasks. technical accomodations needed for examin tasks.   

 Juvenile worker is assesed Juvenile worker is assesed inter aliainter alia  for:for:  
  Practical part:Practical part:    
  --  proper chosing of toolsproper chosing of tools  
  --  right order of activities on the practical tasksright order of activities on the practical tasks  
  --  precision and regularity of the workprecision and regularity of the work  
  Theoretical part:Theoretical part:  
  --  knowing basic legal work and economy rightsknowing basic legal work and economy rights  
  --  vocational drawvocational draw  
  --  technology, science of mechanics, etc.technology, science of mechanics, etc.  
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Journeyman’s certificateJourneyman’s certificate  

 Patterns of journeyman certificate and Patterns of journeyman certificate and 
master diploma have a round stamp with master diploma have a round stamp with 
national emblem and are defined by national emblem and are defined by 
decree of Minister of National Education decree of Minister of National Education   
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Master in craft diplomaMaster in craft diploma    
 After next 3 years of practice After next 3 years of practice 

--  journeyman can apply for journeyman can apply for 
master in craft diploma. master in craft diploma. 
Generally rules are the Generally rules are the 
same, but the requirements same, but the requirements 
are much higher. Except are much higher. Except 
professional skills and professional skills and 
knowledge masters have to knowledge masters have to 
have pedagogigal and have pedagogigal and 
psyhological preparation psyhological preparation ––  in in 
future they will train young future they will train young 
apprenticesapprentices  
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Use of craft certificates and diplomas in other countriesUse of craft certificates and diplomas in other countries  

 Polish journeyman certificates and Polish journeyman certificates and 
master diplomas in craft can be master diplomas in craft can be 
legalized by Polish Craft Association legalized by Polish Craft Association 
together with Ministry of Foreign together with Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. Qualified workers have better Affairs. Qualified workers have better 
chances for job and greater salary. chances for job and greater salary.   
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